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published? We've been having performance
issues with our blogengine, and I'm trying to get
a list of articles with NIDs that are referenced,

but not yet published, for testing purposes. I get
a list of articles with Content::model('node')->fie

ld('nid')->find('published', TRUE)->all(); But it
also includes articles that are published, so it's

not exactly what I want. I know there are
alternatives, like directly querying the database

(which I don't want to) or using database
triggers, but I'm trying to find a solution that
doesn't require a lot of hacking, if possible. A:
Why not use the publishing queue? With some
setups, when you edit a node, that node shows

up on the 'Publish Queue' page of the admin
site. You can go there and edit that node and
make sure it's published, so you can say you

don't want to publish it. Then, just write a
'views' module to return you those nodes that
you want. Basically, hook into the 'node' form

validation for node.cancel and do whatever you
need to do there to make sure the node is not

published. OR, from here:
hook_form_alter(&$form, &$form_state,

$form_id) I'm not sure how it applies to your
question. You're trying to make a list of nodes.
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That's what the 'node' table is for, right? So, if
you don't need to make a list of nodes, maybe
you're trying to make a list of nodes you could

edit? The above hook is about adding more
fields, not changing what a node is, and your

question wasn't all
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